American Music in the Sixties: Revolutions New and Old

For American concert music, the sixties was a period of striking polarities. The serialism that largely dominated the early part of the decade was the inversion of the movement in literature, film, popular music, and politics toward openness, emotional frankness, and sex appeal. In the musical academy, populism was out, high abstraction, in. Thanks to the powerful American wing of the New Viennese School, represented on this recording by Richard Hoffmann and Charles Whittenberg, the wall between serious and popular music that many claim started with Wagner was higher than ever. The increasing serialization of all elements—rhythm and dynamics as well as melody—was a further intellectualization of a system that was already daunting, except to insiders. In an age of spontaneity, artists like Hoffmann and Whittenberg embraced total systemization; in an age of informality, they opted for formal purity; in an age of anti-elitism (still very much with us), they saw themselves as standard-bearers of intellectual integrity.

The explosive abstractions of Hoffman’s *Orchestral Piece* and the Webernesque purity of Whittenberg’s *Variations for Nine Players* represent a remarkable line back to the New Viennese School of the early twentieth century. Hoffmann studied with Schoenberg, acted as his secretary, editor, and amanuensis, and co-edited the Schoenberg “Gesang-Ausgabe”; Whittenberg was so enraptured with Schoenberg, Webern, and the music of their progenitors that he burned all his extant pieces in 1949. Paradoxically, these composers regarded their work as daring and forward-looking, in that sense very much part of a progressive age: The newest New Viennese School were avatars not of tradition but a revolution still burning ahead. The possibility that serialism would collapse under the weight of its own tradition, which had been predicted by Virgil Thomson twenty years earlier, was not on their radar. As they saw it, they were still the avant-garde—a peculiarly permanent one.

Richard Hoffmann represents Schoenberg’s revolutionary classicism in its purest form; further, he extended serialism beyond pitch to rhythm and dynamics. Born in Vienna on April 20, 1925, he lived in New Zealand from 1935 to 1947. Graduating from Auckland University in 1945, he began his association with Schoenberg in 1947 when he moved to Los Angeles. According to Helen Paxton, a former student of Hoffmann’s at Oberlin College and author of *Music’s Connecticut Yankee: An Introduction to the Life and Music of Charles Ives*, Hoffmann passionately promoted the twelve-tone method but “forced his students to think lyrically. His music is like Bach’s, finely wrought but intensely lyrical.”

Hoffmann’s *Orchestra Piece* supports this view. Written in 1961 during his seventh year of teaching at Oberlin College, it combines a lyrical line with swirling kinetic energy. The structure is a single tightly wound movement with a double exposition, a slow ostinato section and a reprise; the orchestra is divided into three segments supplemented by soloists as well as four percussionists set in a semicircle. Soaring, colliding, and collapsing between these groups, the melodic material evokes, in the composer’s words, “the maximum possible illusion of multi-dimensional movement.” This dynamism is intensified with directional microphones dispersed among the ensembles and relayed to three loudspeakers positioned as far as possible from one another, plus a nondirectional microphone in the middle of the soloists relayed to a continuously revolving loudspeaker in the middle of the auditorium. The content is austere, yet the overall effect is resonant and colorful. Timpani glissandos
rumble and thunder under piercing brass and sighing strings, bells, chimes, and piano ring out with a mysterious sense of ritual.

A more delicate if equally mobile sound bounces through the 1964 Variations for Nine Players by the prolific Charles Whittenberg, who studied at the Eastman School of Music under Bernard Rogers and taught at Bennington College, the Center of Liberal Studies, and the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center. Here the line is fragmented between flute (and piccolo), oboe, bassoon, trumpet, horn, trombone, violin, and contrabass. The first part of the work emphasizes tiny threads of single notes; the second, aggressive chords, which gradually thin out and die away. As in Webern’s mature works, the theme is constantly broken and dispersed among the various instruments, producing a sensation of constant motion.

By the late sixties, something very different from monastic serialism was starting to emerge. Advocates of a more dramatic, overtly emotional style of nontonal music such as Edwin London in his 1967 Portraits of Three Ladies (American) began experimenting with a surrealist style of theater music most popularly represented by George Crumb and Peter Maxwell Davies. By no means “easy listening,” London’s Portraits are acerbic and challenging, but their high-Gothicism and the childlike immediacy throw them into a relatively populist context. Their insistence on reaching out to an audience automatically places them in a different realm from the Hoffmann-Whittenberg school, so much so that the original liner notes for this release placed their “larger significance” in the “urgent concern for communication that motivates the composer”—as if such a motivation were unusual.

Scored for narrator, mezzo-soprano, and chamber orchestra, the Portraits include multimedia devices such as a slide projector and an optional male dancer. The texts, from a collection of children’s poems by Rosemary Carr Benet, have an extraordinary vividness heightened in London’s music by wa-wa brass, aggressive percussion, long glissandos, and a narrator who shouts and wails as well as reciting.

In a 1999 interview, London said he originally had the “unwieldy idea” of setting to music Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers before discovering Benet’s poems one evening in Weston, Vermont—a “sudden illumination” moving him to compose the Portraits in a few weeks. The controlled hysteria of the opening “Pocahontas” portrays “a wild thing tamed.” The high-flying, free-spirited saxophone at the end was influenced by John Coltrane’s “Ascension,” indicating London’s increasing embrace of jazz and pop sources. In the second portrait, Ivesian layers of dissonant counterpoint with quotations from “Here Comes the Bride” and the 1812 Overture mix with spooky vocal echoes to evoke the “enigma” of Dolly Madison. In the final portrait, Nancy Hanks’ sad ghost searches for her lost son amid ominous chords alternating with surreal blues and swing.

If the serialism of Whittenberg and Hoffmann mark the codification of a revolution, the Portraits begin a new one. Their intense theatricality and immersion in popular culture point the way toward Michael Daugherty and John Zorn. The wilder energies of the sixties, it seems, have not quite been extinguished.

—Jack Sullivan
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Pocahontas

(1595?–1617)

Princess Pocahontas,
Powhatan’s daughter,
Stared at the white men
Come across the water.

She was like a wild deer
Or a bright, plumed bird.
Ready then to flash away
At one harsh word.

When the faces answered hers,
Paler yet, but smiling,
Pocahontas looked and looked,
Found them quite beguiling.

Liked the whites and trusted them,
Spite of kin and kith,
Fed and protected
Captain John Smith.

Pocahontas was revered
By each and every one.
She married John Rolfe
She had a Rolfe son.

She crossed the sea to London Town
And must have found it queer,
To be Lady Rebecca
And the toast of the year.

“La Belle Sauvage! La Belle Sauvage!
Our nonpareil is she!”
But Princess Pocahontas
Gazed sadly toward the sea.

They gave her silks and furbelows.
She pined, as wild things do
And, when she died at Gravesend
She was only twenty-two.

Poor wild bird—
No one can be blamed.
But gentle Pocahontas
Was a wild thing tamed.

And everywhere the lesson runs,
All through the ages:
Wild things die
In the very finest cages.

**Dolly Madison**
(1772–1849)

Dolly Madison
(Dorothea Payne),
Married, was widowed
And married again.

Passing by other
More dashing names
To set her cap
For “the great little” James.

She loved fine clothes,
Though she was a Quaker.
She wore linen masks
So the sun wouldn’t bake her.

Her eyes were large,
Her manners urban,
And she posed for her portrait
Wearing a turban.

She brushed her satins,
Tended her beauty,
Smoothed her laces,
Minded her duty.

But, though fine and grand
On her at-home day,
She could still take snuff
With Henry Clay.

When the British began
To cut more capers
And burned the White House,
She didn’t have vapors.

The roofs fell in
And the cut-glass burst—
But she saved George Washington’s
Portrait first.

She didn’t talk much.
She eschewed all tears.
She went to a ball
At fourscore years.

But her very last words
Set us staring—for—
“There’s nothing in this life
Worth caring for.”

Said by a lady
Who loved her life
And, more than most,
Was a perfect wife,

Make us wonder a little,
Though with no stigma,
If Dolly could have been
An enigma.

**Nancy Hanks**
(1784–1818)

If Nancy Hanks
Came back as a ghost,
Seeking news
Of what she loved most,
She’d ask first
“Where’s my son?
What’s happened to Abe?
What’s he done?

“Poor little Abe,
Left all alone
Except for Tom,
Who’s a rolling stone;
He was only nine
The year I died.
I remember still
How hard he cried.

“Scraping along
In a little shack,
With hardly a shirt
To cover his back,
And a prairie wind
To blow him down,
Or pinching times
If he went to town.

“You wouldn’t know
About my son?
Did he grow tall?
Did he have fun?
Did he learn to read?
Did he get to town?
Do you know his name?
Did he get on?”


Richard Hoffmann was born in Vienna in 1925. From 1935 through 1947 he lived in New Zealand, and was graduated from Auckland University in 1945. Two years later he moved to Los Angeles, where he studied composition with Arnold Schoenberg and subsequently became his secretary. He has served on the faculty of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music in Ohio, a tenure interrupted by assignments as Visiting Professor of Music at the University of California, Berkeley campus, and Victoria’s University in Wellington, New Zealand. Hoffmann has written extensively for the voice, chamber ensembles, and orchestras.

Edwin London was born in Philadelphia in 1929 and holds degrees from Oberlin and the University of Iowa. He studied composition with Philip Greeley Clapp, Philip Bezanson, Luigi Dallapiccola, and Darius Milhaud. London is the founder and music director of the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. He has been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship and, since 1978, has been Professor of Music at Cleveland State University.

Charles Whittenberg was born in St. Louis in 1927. His early studies were at the Eastman School of Music under Bernard Rogers and Burrill Phillips. In 1949 he burned all his extant compositions and stopped composing while he restudied the masterpieces of the past as well as the works of Schoenberg and Webern. He resumed composing in 1959. Whittenberg died in 1984.
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